ONE TEST WORTH TAKING
Your battery needs a routine checkup. Interstate
Batteries® provides the most advanced handheld
battery and electrical system tester available, giving
you an accurate look into your battery’s health and
empowering you to make an informed decision.
This guide will help you understand your test results.
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Measured Versus Rated CCA: Cold Cranking
Amps, or CCA, is the amount of current a battery can
provide at zero F (-18 C). “Measured” refers to the CCA
your battery can produce now, while “rated” indicates
what it’s supposed to produce when new.
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GET YOUR

BATTERY
TESTED

Battery State of Health: Indicates the overall
condition of the battery relative to a new battery.
The possible battery conditions and test results are
Good Battery, Marginal Battery, Replace Battery and
Charge and Retest.
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Staple Test Results Here

WHAT IT ALL MEANS
HOW TO INTERPRET YOUR BATTERY’S
STATE OF HEALTH AS DETERMINED
BY INTERSTATE’S ED-18® ANALYZER
GOOD
GOOD BATTERY

MARGINAL
MARGINAL BATTERY

REPLACE
REPLACE BATTERY

RECHARGE
CHARGE & RETEST

FACTORS THAT DETERMINE
BATTERY LIFE

PROBLEMS RUN HOT AND COLD

Climate, individual driving habits and creature comforts,

vehicle’s battery. Compare your battery’s age with the

such as GPS devices and DVD players, all factor into

average life expectancy of batteries in your part of the

determining battery life. That’s why it’s so important to

country. Consider these facts:

Good Battery

let us test your battery every three months or so. It only

Your battery measures within
the manufacturer’s specification
for CCA (the measuring standard
of battery power). Your battery
should reliably start the vehicle.

takes a few minutes, and you’ll leave with peace of mind.

Weather extremes can take a tremendous toll on your

Your battery loses about a third of its power when the
temperature dips below freezing, and more than half
of its power when the temperature falls below zero F.
A fully charged battery won’t freeze until -76 F; however,

Marginal Battery

a fully discharged battery could start to freeze at 32 F.

Your battery will probably start
your car within certain conditions.
If the weather turns very cold
or hot, your battery may fail.
Consider replacing your battery.

If your region expects temperatures below 32 F or above

Replace Battery
Your vehicle may have started
today, but there is an increasing
likelihood of battery failure.
Consider replacing your
battery now.
Charge & Retest
Your battery doesn’t have
enough of a charge for us to
know whether it’s good or bad.
The battery should be charged
and tested again.

90 F, make sure your battery is up to the task.

